Solar*Rewards and Net Metering Only Dashboard
Summary - Q3 2019
(Data includes project applications starting on January 1, 2017 through September 30, 2019)

*Source data was extracted on October 1, 2019. There may be variances in future dashboards from similar periods, particularly the “Stage Status” graphs that are a snapshot in time.

- Solar*Rewards Program provides up to 24 MW of annual REC incentives, which is available for
- Solar*Rewards and Net Metering Only Dashboard

Private Solar Applications Received (Cumulative)

Small Solar*Rewards & Net Metering Monthly Applications

Medium Solar*Rewards Quarterly Applications

Small Solar*Rewards Monthly Applications (Year to Date)

Small Net Metering Monthly Applications (Year to Date)

Medium Solar*Rewards Stage Status (Snapshot in Time)

Small Solar*Rewards Stage Status (Snapshot in Time)

Small Net Metering Only Stage Status (Snapshot in Time)

Medium Solar*Rewards Quarterly Rollover Reason

- The cancellation quantity in February 2017 shows an excess of 675 kW that were cancelled almost immediately because of a delay in closing the program.
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Small Net Metering Only Stage Status (Snapshot in Time)

Medium Solar*Rewards Quarterly Rollover Reason

* Source data was extracted on October 1, 2019. There may be variances in future dashboards from similar periods, particularly the "Stage Status" graphs that are a snapshot in time.